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Abstract

This paper provides a methodology for valuing a credit default swap (CDS) with considering a counterparty default risk. Using a structural framework, we study the correlation of the reference entity and the counterparty through the joint distribution of them. The default event discussed in our model is associated to whether the minimum value of the companies in stochastic processes has reached their thresholds (default barriers). The joint probability of minimums of correlated Brownian motions solves the backward Kolmogorov equation, which is a two dimensional partial differential equation. A closed pricing formula is obtained. Numerical methodology, parameter analysis and calculation examples are implemented.
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1. Introduction

A vanilla credit default swap (CDS) is a kind of insurance against credit risk. The buyer of the CDS is the buyer of protection who pays a fixed fee or premium to the seller of protection for a period of time. If a certain pre-specified “credit event” occurs, the seller pays compensation to the buyer. The “credit event” can be a bankruptcy of a company, called the “reference entity”, or a default of a bond or other debt issued by the reference entity. In this paper, the “credit event” also includes the default of the protection seller. If there is no credit event occurs during the term of the swap, the buyer continues to pay the premium until the CDS maturity.

A financial institution may use a CDS to transfer credit risk of a risky asset while continues to retain the legal ownership of the asset. As the rapid growth of the credit default swap market, credit default swaps on reference entity are more actively traded than bonds issued by the reference entities.

There are two primary types of models of default risk in the literature: structural models and reduced form (or intensity) models. A structural model uses the evolution of a firm’s structural variables, such as an asset and debt values, to determine the time of a default. Merton’s model [1] is considered as the first structural model. In Merton’s model, it is assumed that a company has a very simple capital structure where its debt has a face value of \( D \) and maturity of time \( T \). A default occurs at \( T \) if the option is not exercised. Merton shows that the company’s equity can be regarded as a European call option on its asset with a strike price of \( D \) and maturity of \( T \). A default occurs at \( T \) if the option is not exercised. The second approach, within the structural framework, was introduced by Black-Cox [2] and Longstaff-Schwartz [3]. In this approach a default occurs as soon as the firm’s asset value falls below a certain level. In contrast to the Merton approach, the default can occur at any time. Zhou [4,5] produces an analytic result for the default correlation between two firms by this model. Using this model, credit spread with jump is considered by Zhou [6].

Reduced form models do not care the relation between default and firm value in an explicit manner. In contrast to structural models, the time of default in intensity models is not determined via the value of the firm, but the
first jump of an exogenously given jump process. The parameters governing the default hazard rate are inferred from market data. These models can incorporate correlations between defaults by allowing hazard rates to be stochastic and correlated with macroeconomic variables. Duffie-Singleton [7,8] and Lando [9] provide examples of research following this approach.

There have been many works on the pricing of credit default swaps. Hull-White [10] first considered the valuation of a vanilla credit default swap when there is no counterparty default risk. Their methodology is a two-stage procedure. The first stage is to calculate the default probabilities at different future times from the yields on bonds issued by the reference entity. The second stage is to calculate the present value of both the expected future payoff and expected future payments on the CDS. They extended their study to the situation where there is possibility of counterparty default risk and obtained a pricing formula with Monte Carlo simulation [11]. They argued that if the default correlation between the protection seller and the reference entity is positive, the default of the counterparty will result in a positive replacement cost for the protection buyer.

Affection of the correlation on a CDS pricing remains interesting. The valuation of the credit default swap is based on computing the joint default probability of the reference entity and the counterparty (protection seller). Technically it is difficult because correlation between the entities involved in the contract is hard to deal with. Jarrow and Yildirim [12] obtained a closed form valuation formula for a CDS based on reduced form approach with correlated credit risk. In their model, the default intensity is assumed to be linear in the short interest rate. Jarrow and Yu [13] also assumed an inter-dependent default structure that avoided looping default and simplified the payoff structure where the seller’s compensation was only made at the maturity of the swap. They discovered that a CDS may be significantly overpriced if the counterparty default probability was ignored. Yu [14] constructed the default processes from independent and identically distributed exponential random variables using the “total hazard” approach. He obtained an analytic expression of the joint distribution of default times when there were two or three firms in his model. Leung and Kwok [15] considered the valuation of a CDS with counterparty risk using a contagion model. In their model, if one firm defaults, the default intensity of another party will increase. They considered a more realistic scenario in which the compensation payment upon default of the reference entity was made at the end of the settlement period after default. They also extended their model to the three-firm situation.

More studies on different kinds of CDS, such as a basket reference entities, can be found from, e.g. [2, 15-23].

In this paper we develop a partial differential equation (PDE) procedure for valuing a credit default swap with counterparty default risk. In our model, a default event is supposed to occur at most one time, which means either reference entity or counterparty may default once. Our work is based on the structural framework, where the default event is associated to whether the minimum value of stochastic processes (value of the companies) have reached their thresholds (default barriers). Usually we choose the companies’ liability as the thresholds [1,24]. We show that the joint probability of minimums of correlated Brownian motions solves the backward Kolmogorov equation, which is a two dimensional PDE with cross derivative term. This equation can be solved as a summation of Bessel and Sturm-Liouville eigenfunctions. The defaultable CDS studied in this paper, same as Hull-White’s, is a special case. More complicated features of that kind of CDS are not considered.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a CDS spread expression. In Section 3, we establish a partial differential equation model which solves the joint probability distribution of two correlated companies used in Section 2 under the some assumptions. We obtain an explicit solution for this PDE. The main result of the closed form of the pricing the CDS then follows and shows in this section. Numerical calculation, example tests and parameter analysis for our model are collected in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. CDS Spread with Counterparty Default Risk

In this section, first, we analyze how to value a CDS with counterparty default risk. Assume that party A holds a corporate bond with notional principal of $1. To seek insurance against the default risk of the bond issuer (reference entity B), party A (CDS protection buyer) enters a CDS contract and makes a series of fixed, periodic payments of the CDS premium to party C (CDS protection seller) until the maturity, or until the credit event occurs. In exchange, party C promises to compensate party A for its loss if the credit event occurs. The amount of this compensation is usually the notional principal of the bond multiplied by \((1 - R)\), where \(R\) is the recovery rate, as a percentage of the notional. During the life time of the CDS, a risk-free interest is applied.

Assume that the default event, the risk-free interest rate and the recovery rate are mutually independent. Define, for the credit default swap,
Case 3. neither the reference entity nor the counterparty defaults prior to maturity time $T$. This time the present value of the payments is $w \cdot a(T)$.

Using the default probability densities of $\xi(t)$ and $\psi(t)$, the total expected present value of the premium leg is

$$w \int_{0}^{T} \left[ \xi(t) a(t) + \xi(t) e(t) + \psi(t) a(t) \right] dt + \pi w a(T).$$

On the contingent leg side, if the reference entity defaults at time $\tau$, the present value of the payoff form the CDS is given by

$$(1-R)e^{-\tau(\tau+\delta)},$$

where $\delta$ is the liquidation period. The expected payoff is

$$\int_{0}^{\tau} \xi(t) (1-R)e^{-\tau(\tau+\delta)} dt.$$

According to (1), the value of the CDS at time $t$ is

$$\left(\int_{0}^{\tau} \xi(t)(1-R)e^{-\tau(\tau+\delta)} dt\right) - \left(w \int_{0}^{\tau} \left[ \xi(t) a(t) + \xi(t) e(t) + \psi(t) a(t) \right] dt + \pi w a(T)\right).$$

The value of the swap at origination must be equal to zero. The CDS spread $s$ is the value of $w$ which makes the value of the CDS equal to zero. Thus

$$s = \frac{\int_{0}^{\tau} \xi(t)(1-R)e^{-\tau(\tau+\delta)} dt}{\int_{0}^{\tau} \left[ \xi(t) a(t) + \xi(t) e(t) + \psi(t) a(t) \right] dt + \pi a(T)}.$$

The variable $s$ is referred as the credit default swap spread or the CDS spread. It is the total of the payments per year, as a percentage of the notional principal.

In expression (2), the joint probability densities are still unknown. We will focus on how to obtain these probability densities in following sections.

### 3. Modelling and Solution

In this section, we present several mathematical theorems which are necessary for the valuation of the CDS with the counterparty default risk. In order to describe the correlation between the reference entity and the counterparty, we study the joint probability distribution functions of the minimum values of two correlated Brownian motions.

The following are Basic Assumptions for our model.

1) Interest rate $r$ is constant;
2) Firm $i$’s asset value $V_i(t)$ follows a geometric Brownian process with constant drift $\bar{r}$ and volatility $\sigma_i$ under the risk neutral measurement,
where \( \text{cov}(dW^i(t), dW^j(t)) = \rho dt \) with \( \rho \) being a constant.

3) Firm \( i \) defaults as soon as its asset value \( V^i(t) \) reaches the default barrier \( D^i \). In this paper, we use the Black-Cox type default barrier, which is

\[
D^i(t) = F^i e^{-\gamma^i t},
\]

where \( F^i \) and \( \gamma^i \) are given constants respectively (see [2]);

4) The credit event occurs at most once.

### 3.1. Default Probability

Take \( X^i(t) = \ln \left( \frac{V^i(t)}{V^i(0)} e^{-\gamma^i t} \right) \), then \( X^i(0) = 0 \) and

\[
dX^i(t) = \mu dt + \sigma dW^i(t),
\]

where \( \mu = \mu - \gamma - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_i^2 \). The default barriers change to

\[
D^i(t) = F^i e^{-\gamma^i t},
\]

where \( m_1, m_2 \leq 0 \).

**Proof.** Using Itô's formula (see, e.x. [25]), denote \( X^i(t) = X^i \), \( i = 1, 2 \),

\[
u(X^i, X^j, t) = \nu(x_1, x_2, 0) + \int_0^t \left[ \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} + \mu \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} + \mu \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_i^2 \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_j^2 \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_2^2} + \rho \sigma_i \sigma_j \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_1 \partial x_2} \right] ds
\]

+ \int_0^t \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} dW^1_s + \int_0^t \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_2} dW^2_s.

Assume that \( \nu \) is the solution of backward Kolmogorov equation (4), so

\[
\mathcal{L} \nu = \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} + \mu \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} + \mu \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_i^2 \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_j^2 \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_2^2} + \rho \sigma_i \sigma_j \frac{\partial^2 \nu}{\partial x_1 \partial x_2}
\]

\[
= 0.
\]

Then

\[
u(X^i, X^j, t) = \nu(x_1, x_2, 0) + \int_0^t \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_1} dW^1_s + \int_0^t \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial x_2} dW^2_s.
\]

Define the first passage time

\[
r = \inf \{ s | X^i(s) \leq m_1, X^j(s) > m_2, s \geq 0 \}.
\]

Let \( t = r \wedge T \), we find (6) is

\[
u(x_1, x_2, 0) = E\left[ \nu(X^i, X^j, t) \right]
\]
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= \int_{0}^{t} u(m_{1}, X_{2s}, s) p(m_{1}, X_{2s}, s, x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) ds
\quad + \int_{0}^{t} u(X_{1s}, m_{2}, s) p(X_{1s}, m_{2}, s, x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) ds
\quad + \int_{m_{1}}^{t} u(\xi_{1}, \xi_{2}, T) p(\xi_{1}, \xi_{2}, T; x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) d\xi_{1} d\xi_{2},

where \( p(X_{1s}, X_{2s}, t; x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) \) is the transition probability of being at state \((X_{1s}, X_{2s})\) at time \(t\), given that it starts at \((x_{1}, x_{2})\) at time 0.

Notice here, the above equation is also held for \(u(x_{1}, x_{2}, t_{0}, 0 < t_{0} < t\), if only change the low limit of the integration.

Because of the boundary and final-time conditions in (4), we get

\[ u(x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) = E[u(X_{1t}, X_{2t}, t)] = \int_{t_{0}}^{t} p(m_{1}, X_{2s}, s, x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) ds. \]

According to the definition of \( p(m_{1}, X_{2s}, s, x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) \) defined at the end of (7), \( u(x_{1}, x_{2}, 0) \) is the probability defined in (3) at time 0.

Now, let us solve PDE (4).

First, we make the following transformation to eliminate the drift terms. Let \( \tau = T - t \) and

\[ u(x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau) = e^{a_{1}x_{1} + a_{2}x_{2} + b\tau} p(x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau), \]

where

\[ a_{1} = \frac{\partial \mu_{1} \sigma_{1} - \mu \sigma_{2}}{1 - \rho \sigma_{1} \sigma_{2}}, \quad a_{2} = \frac{\partial \mu_{2} \sigma_{2} - \mu \sigma_{1}}{1 - \rho \sigma_{1} \sigma_{2}}, \]

\[ b = \mu_{1} a_{1} + \mu_{2} a_{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{1}^{2} \mu_{1}^{2} + \rho \sigma_{1} \sigma_{2} \mu_{1} \mu_{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{2}^{2} \mu_{2}^{2}. \]

Then \( p(x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau) \) satisfies

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial p}{\partial \tau} - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{1}^{2} \frac{\partial^{2} p}{\partial x_{1}^{2}} - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{2}^{2} \frac{\partial^{2} p}{\partial x_{2}^{2}} - \rho \sigma_{1} \sigma_{2} \frac{\partial^{2} p}{\partial x_{1} \partial x_{2}} = 0,
\end{aligned}
\]

\[ p(m_{1}, x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau) = e^{-a_{1}m_{1} + a_{2}x_{1} + b\tau}, \]

\[ p(x_{1}, m_{2}, \tau) = 0, \]

\[ p(x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau) = 0. \]

Next, we eliminate the cross-partial derivative and normalize the Brownian motions by a suitable transformation of coordinates, this idea was introduced by He etc. (26). Define new coordinates \( z_{1} \) and \( z_{2} \) as the following

\[ z_{1} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \rho^{2}}} \left( \frac{x_{1} - m_{1}}{\sigma_{1}} - \rho \frac{x_{2} - m_{2}}{\sigma_{2}} \right), \]

\[ z_{2} = \frac{x_{2} - m_{2}}{\sigma_{2}}. \]

Then \( q(z_{1}(x_{1}, x_{2}), z_{2}(x_{1}, x_{2}), \tau) = p(x_{1}, x_{2}, \tau) \) satisfies

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^{2} q}{\partial z_{1}^{2}} + \frac{\partial^{2} q}{\partial z_{2}^{2}} \right), \\
q(L_{1}, \tau) &= 0, \\
qu(L_{2}, \tau) &= e^{-a_{1}m_{1} + a_{2}(\sigma_{2}^{2} + m_{2}) + b\tau}, \\
qu(z_{1}, z_{2}, 0) &= 0.
\end{aligned}
\]

where

\[ L_{1} = \{(z_{1}, z_{2}) \mid z_{2} = 0\}, \quad L_{2} = \{(z_{1}, z_{2}) \mid z_{2} = \frac{\sqrt{1 - \rho^{2}}}{\rho} z_{1}\}. \]

Because the boundary conditions are more conveniently expressed in polar coordinates, we introduce \((r, \theta)\) corresponding to \((z_{1}, z_{2})\) as

\[ r = \sqrt{z_{1}^{2} + z_{2}^{2}}, \quad \tan \theta = \frac{z_{2}}{z_{1}}, \]

thus \( \beta \in (0, \pi/2) \) and obtain \( q(r, \theta, \tau) \) satisfies

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^{2} q}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial q}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^{2}} \frac{\partial^{2} q}{\partial \theta^{2}} \right), \\
q(r, 0, \tau) &= 0, \\
qu(r, \beta, \tau) &= e^{-(a_{1}m_{1} + a_{2}(\sigma_{2}^{2} + m_{2}) + b\tau)}, \\
qu(r, \theta, 0) &= 0.
\end{aligned}
\]

Define a new function

\[ f(r, \theta, \tau) = \frac{\theta}{\beta} e^{-a_{1}m_{1} + a_{2}(\sigma_{2}^{2} + m_{2}) + b\tau}, \]

then \( g(r, \theta, \tau) = q(r, \theta, \tau) - f(r, \theta, \tau) \) solves

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial g}{\partial \tau} &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^{2} g}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial g}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^{2}} \frac{\partial^{2} g}{\partial \theta^{2}} \right) = bg(r, \theta, \tau), \\
g(r, 0, \tau) &= 0, \\
g(r, \beta, \tau) &= 0, \\
g(r, \theta, 0) &= -f(r, \theta, 0).
\end{aligned}
\]

In order to solve PDE (15), we consider the Green’s function \( G(r, \theta, r_{0}, \theta_{0}, \tau_{0}) \) of this problem, which satisfies

\[
\begin{aligned}
\frac{\partial G}{\partial \tau} &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^{2} G}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial G}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^{2}} \frac{\partial^{2} G}{\partial \theta^{2}} \right), \\
G(r, 0, \tau) &= G(r, \beta, \tau) = 0, \\
G(r, \theta, \tau_{0}) &= \delta(r - r_{0}) \delta(\theta - \theta_{0}).
\end{aligned}
\]

Lemma 2 The solution of PDE (16) is

\[ G(r, \theta, r_{0}, \theta_{0}, \tau_{0}) = \frac{2r_{0}}{\beta(r - \tau_{0})}. \]
which fit and the 

Plugging (18) into (16), we find that 

\[ M(r, \theta) T'(r) = \frac{T'(r)}{2M(r, \theta)} \left( \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial \theta^2} \right) \]

Divide the previous equation by \( M(r, \theta) T(r) \), we find 

\[ \frac{T'(r)}{T(r)} = \frac{1}{2M(r, \theta)} \left( \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial \theta^2} \right) = \frac{\lambda^2}{2} \]

Since the left side of (19) is a function of \( \tau \) and the right side is a function of \( r \) and \( \theta \), so it must be a constant. Denote this constant by \( -\frac{\lambda^2}{2} \) and we have 

\[ T(\tau) = Ke^{-\frac{\lambda^2}{2} \tau} \]

On the other hand, \( M(r, \theta) \) satisfies equation 

\[ \left( \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 M}{\partial \theta^2} + \lambda^2 M \right) = 0, \]

(20)

This is a Sturm-Liouville problem. We try to find separable solutions in the form of \( M(r, \theta) = R(r) \Theta(\theta) \). Plugging this into (16) we get 

\[ r^2 \frac{R''}{R} + \frac{R'}{R} + \lambda^2 r^2 = -\frac{\Theta''}{\Theta}, \]

(21)

with boundary conditions 

\[ R(r) \Theta(0) = R(r) \Theta(\beta) = 0. \]

Let \( \Theta''/\Theta = -k^2 \), then \( \Theta(\theta) \) solves 

\[ \begin{cases} \Theta'' + k^2 \Theta = 0, \\ \Theta(0) = \Theta(\beta) = 0. \end{cases} \]

(22)

It is easy to see that 

\[ \Theta(\theta) = A \sin k\theta + B \cos k\theta. \]

Considering the boundary conditions, we have \( B = 0 \) and \( A \sin k\beta = 0. \) Because \( \Theta(\theta) \) is non-zero solution, we know that \( A \neq 0 \) and 

\[ k_n = \frac{n\pi}{\beta}, \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots. \]

Thus the eigenfunctions consistent with the boundary conditions are 

\[ \Theta_n(\theta) = C_n(\lambda) \sin \frac{n\pi \theta}{\beta}, \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots. \]

Finally consider the radial part of the solution \( R(r) \) which satisfies 

\[ r^2 R'' + \frac{R'}{r} + \left( \lambda^2 r^2 - k_n^2 \right) R = 0. \]

Denoting \( \zeta = \lambda r \), we get the standard form of Bessel’s equation 

\[ \frac{d^2 R}{d\zeta^2} + \frac{1}{\zeta} \frac{dR}{d\zeta} + \left( \zeta^2 - k_n^2 \right) R = 0. \]

The well known fundamental solutions of this Bessel's equation is 

\[ J_n(x) = \lim_{\mu \to k_n} \frac{J_n(x) \cos(p\pi) - J_{-p}(x)}{\sin(p\pi)} \]

and 

\[ Y_n(x) = \lim_{\mu \to k_n} \frac{J_n(x) \cos(p\pi) - J_{-p}(x)}{\sin(p\pi)} \]

Since \( Y_n(0) \) diverges and we require \( R(0) \) to be bounded, the solution \( Y_n(x) \) is not permitted. Hence the general radial part of the solution is 

\[ R_{\lambda,n}(r) = J_n(\lambda r). \]

Sum up \( R_{\lambda,n}(r) \Theta_{\lambda,n}(\theta) \) over \( n \), we have 

\[ M_{\lambda}(r, \theta) = \sum_{n=1}^\infty R_{\lambda,n}(r) \Theta_{\lambda,n}(\theta) \]

\[ = \sum_{n=1}^\infty C_n(\lambda) J_n(\lambda r) \sin \left( \frac{n\pi \theta}{\beta} \right). \]

Then 

\[ G(r, \theta, \tau) = M_{\lambda}(r, \theta) T_{\lambda}(\tau) \]

\[ = \sum_{n=1}^\infty K_n(\lambda) e^{-\frac{\lambda^2}{2} \tau} J_n(\lambda r) \sin \left( \frac{n\pi \theta}{\beta} \right) d\lambda. \]

(23)

Because \( K \) is a constant, we can define \( A_n(\lambda) = K_n(\lambda) \). Integral the previous equation over \( \lambda \), we obtain the general solution to PDE (16) for \( G(r, \theta, \tau) \) as 

\[ G(r, \theta, \tau) = \sum_{n=1}^\infty A_n(\lambda) e^{-\frac{\lambda^2}{2} \tau} J_n(\lambda r) \sin \left( \frac{n\pi \theta}{\beta} \right) d\lambda. \]

Now we try to find the coefficient \( A_n(\lambda) \) which fit the initial condition \( G(r, \theta, \tau_0) = \delta(\tau - \tau_0) \delta(\theta - \theta_0) \). Multiply the previous equation at \( \tau = \tau_0 \) by \( \sin \left( \frac{m\pi \theta}{\beta} \right) \) and integrate over \( \theta \), we find
\[
\delta (r-r_0) \sin \left( \frac{m \pi}{\beta} \theta_0 \right) = \frac{\beta}{2} \int_0^\infty A_m (\lambda) e^{-\frac{r^2}{4 \lambda}} J_{\infty} (\lambda r) d\lambda.
\]

(24)

Noticing the completeness relation of
\[
\int_0^\infty x J_a (ax) J_b (bx) dx = \frac{1}{a} \delta (a-b),
\]
multiply equation (24) by \( \eta J_m (\lambda r) \) and integrate over \( r \)

\[
A_m (\lambda') = \frac{2\lambda r_0}{\beta} e^{\frac{r^2}{4 \lambda}} \sin \left( \frac{m \pi}{\beta} \theta_0 \right) J_{\infty} \left( \lambda' r_0 \right).
\]

Plugging this expression into \( G(r, \theta, \tau) \) (23), we get
\[
G(r, \theta, \tau) = \int_0^\infty \frac{2\lambda r_0}{\beta} \cdot \sum_{n=0}^\infty \frac{e^{\frac{r^2}{4 \lambda}} \sin \left( \frac{n \pi}{\beta} \theta_0 \right) J_{\infty} \left( \lambda' r_0 \right) d\lambda}{\int_0^\infty e^{\frac{r^2}{4 \lambda}} \sin \left( \frac{n \pi}{\beta} \theta_0 \right) J_{\infty} \left( \lambda' r_0 \right) d\lambda}.
\]

(25)

Using the fact [27] that
\[
\int_0^\infty x e^{c x^2} J_a (ax) J_b (bx) dx = \frac{1}{2 c} e^{\frac{a^2 + b^2}{4 c^2}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left( \frac{ab}{2 c^2} \right),
\]
(25) can be simplified into (17).

With Green’s function \( G(r, \theta, \tau; r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) \) and the boundary and initial conditions, the solution of PDE (15) can be expressed as
\[
q(r, \theta, \tau) = \int_{\tau_0}^\tau \int_{r_0}^r \int_{\theta_0}^\theta G(r, \theta, \tau; r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) b f (r_0, \theta_0, 0) d\theta_0 d\theta d\tau_0,
\]

(26)

where
\[
F = \{(r, \theta) | 0 \leq r < +\infty, 0 \leq \theta < \beta\},
\]

(27)

\[
f(r, \theta, \tau) = \frac{\theta}{\beta} e^{-\frac{(a \theta_0 + b \tau)}{\sigma_r \beta}} e^{(a \theta_0 + b \tau)} J_{\infty}(a x_0 + b \tau).
\]

(28)

Then solution of PDE (13) is
\[
q(r, \theta, \tau) = g(r, \theta, \tau) + f(r, \theta, \tau).
\]

Returning to the original coordinates and variables \((x_1, x_2, \tau)\), we get
\[
u(x_1, x_2, \tau) = e^{a x_1 + b x_2 + h(T-\tau)} p(x_1, x_2, T-\tau)
\]
\[
e^{a x_1 + b x_2 + h(T-\tau)} q(z_1, z_2, T-\tau)
\]
\[
e^{a x_1 + b x_2 + h(T-\tau)} q(r, \theta, T-\tau),
\]
where \(z_1, z_2, r, \theta\) are defined in (9), (10) and (12).

That is, we have

**Theorem 1** The solution of the initial boundary problem (4) has a closed form solution (29) associated by (26), (14) and (17).

By now, we have already obtained the probability of that company 1 defaults and company 2 does not defaults between time \(t\) and \(T\). Change \(t\) into 0, \(T\) into \(t\), here comes the probability between time 0 and \(t\).

In order to obtain the probability \(v(x_1, x_2, \tau)\) of that company 2 defaults and company 1 does not default, we only need to change the positions of the parameters of the two companies such as \(\sigma_r, F, \gamma, V_i(0)\) in \(u(x_1, x_2, \tau)\).

Now apply our result to the spread Formula (2) when \(\delta = 0\). In the valuation formula of (2), what we need are the default probability density functions of \(x(t)\) and \(y(t)\) while we only have the probability functions. Therefore, we need to modify (2). In fact, notice that \(a(x)\) and \(e(x)\) are piecewise continuous functions and on every piece,
\[
a(x)' = 0, \quad e(x)' = \left( (r - t_0) e^{-rt} \right)' = e^{-rt} - re(t).
\]

Integrate the numerator and denominator of (2) by parts, and we have
\[
\text{numerator} = \int_0^T (1 - R) e^{-rt} d\Xi(t)
\]
\[
= (1 - R) \left[ e^{-rt} \Xi(T) + \int_0^T e^{-rt} d\Xi(t) \right],
\]
\[
\text{denominator} = \int_0^T (a(x) + e(x)) d\Xi(t)
\]
\[
+ \int_0^T a(x) d\Psi(t) + a(T) \pi
\]
\[
= \sum_{j=1}^n \int_{\tau_j}^{\tau_{j+1}} (a(x) + e(x)) d\Xi(t)
\]
\[
+ \sum_{j=1}^n \int_{\tau_j}^{\tau_{j+1}} a(x) d\Psi(t) + a(T) \pi
\]
\[
= \sum_{j=1}^n \left[ (a(x) + e(x)) \Xi(t) \right]_{\tau_j}^{\tau_{j+1}}
\]
\[
- \int_{\tau_j}^{\tau_{j+1}} E(t) (e^{-rt} - re(t)) d\tau
\]
\[
+ \sum_{j=1}^n a(x) \Psi(t) \big|_{\tau_j}^{\tau_{j+1}} + a(T) \pi,
\]
where
\[
\Xi(t) = u(\cdot, t) and \Psi(t) = v(\cdot, t),
\]
for \(u\) and \(v\) are solved in this subsection.

### 3.2. Survival Probability \(\pi(x_1, x_2, t)\)

To calculate the credit default swap spread \(s\), we still need to study the joint survival probability of \(\pi(x_1, x_2, t)\) for \(x_1 > m_1\), \(x_2 > m_2\).
\[ \pi(x_1, x_2, t) = \text{Prob}(X_1(T) > m_1, X_2(T) > m_2 | X_1(t) = x_1, X_2(t) = x_2).\]

Same as Theorem 1, the probability of \( \pi(x_1, x_2, t) \) is the solution of PDE

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}\pi &= -\frac{\partial \pi}{\partial t} + \mu_1 \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial x_1} + \mu_2 \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial x_2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_1^2 \frac{\partial^2 \pi}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_2^2 \frac{\partial^2 \pi}{\partial x_2^2} + \rho \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \frac{\partial^2 \pi}{\partial x_1 \partial x_2} = 0, \\
\pi(m_1, x_2, t) &= 0, \\
\pi(x_1, m_2, t) &= 0, \\
\pi(x_1, x_2, T) &= 1,
\end{align*}
\]

(31)

where \( m_1, m_2 \leq 0 \).

In the previous section, we get the solutions to these two PDEs in the domain \((m_1, +\infty) \times (m_2, +\infty) \times (0, T)\),

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}u &= -\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + \mu_1 \frac{\partial u}{\partial x_1} + \mu_2 \frac{\partial u}{\partial x_2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_1^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_2^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x_2^2} + \rho \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x_1 \partial x_2} = 0, \\
u(m_1, x_2, t) &= 0, \\
u(x_1, m_2, t) &= 0, \\
u(x_1, x_2, T) &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

(32)

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}v &= -\frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + \mu_1 \frac{\partial v}{\partial x_1} + \mu_2 \frac{\partial v}{\partial x_2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_1^2 \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma_2^2 \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x_2^2} + \rho \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x_1 \partial x_2} = 0, \\
v(m_1, x_2, t) &= 0, \\
v(x_1, m_2, t) &= 1, \\
v(x_1, x_2, T) &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

(33)

where \( m_1, m_2 \leq 0 \).

Compare the boundary and final conditions of PDE (31), (32), (33), the solution to (31) can be written as the linear combination of the other two

\[
\pi(x_1, x_2, t) = 1 - u(x_1, x_2, t) - v(x_1, x_2, t).
\]

(34)

Set \( t = 0 \), we get the probability of \( \pi \) which was defined in Section 2

\[
\pi = \pi(x_1, x_2, 0) = 1 - \Xi(0) - \Psi(0).
\]

(35)

Thus, the CDS spread (2) can be rewritten as

\[
s = \frac{(1-R)(e^{-rt}\Xi(t) + \int_0^t e^{-\tau} \Xi(t) d\tau)}{\sum_{i=1}^3 \left[ (a(\tau) + e(\tau))\Xi(\tau) + \int_{\tau}^T \Xi(t) (e^{-r(t-\tau)} - e^{-r(t-\tau)}) d\tau + a(\tau)\Psi(\tau) \right]} + a(T)\pi.
\]

(36)

Remark 1 It is a special case of our model that the CDS with the counterparty default when the correlation of the counterparty and reference entity are independent.

Remark 2 The same method can be used to the pricing the CDS for a basket reference entities. In this case, the PDE model is simpler as the boundaries condition are all equal to 0. So that, it has no problem caused by the singularity near \( (0,0) \). However, if the basket has a big number of reference entities, the closed form solution of the PDE is difficult to be obtained.

3.3. Main Result

Combine the previous two subsection, we obtain the all probabilities required in Formula (36). Therefore we obtain the main theorem of this paper presented as follows:

Theorem 2 (main theorem) Under the Basic Assumption (1)-(4), the credit default swap spread with counterparty default risk is given by (36), where, in the formula, the probability \( \Xi(\cdot) \) are given by (30) solving the problem (4); \( \Psi(\cdot) \) are solved as \( \Xi(\cdot) \) in the same way; \( \pi \) is given by (35).

4. Numerical Analysis

So far, we have derived the three probabilities in Section 2. With these, we can calculate the CDS spread by (29).

Even though we have a so called closed or semi-closed form solution, but the calculation of the form is still not trivial. The expression of the form includes integration
for given \( X = r_0 \), the conditional density function
\[
\tilde{f}(\theta_0, \tau_0 | r_0) = \frac{\tilde{f}(r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0)}{\tilde{f}(\tau_0)} = \frac{2\theta_0 e^{\frac{-b_0}{\beta}}}{\beta^2 \left(1 - e^{-b_0}\right)}.
\]
The marginal density function respect to \( \theta_0 \) is
\[
\tilde{f}_2(\theta_0 | r_0) = \int_0^\infty \tilde{f}(\theta_0, \tau_0 | r_0) d\tau_0 = \frac{2\theta_0}{\beta^2},
\]
and its distribution function is
\[
\tilde{F}_2(\theta_0 | r_0) = \int_0^{\theta_0} 2u \frac{\theta_0^2}{\beta^2} du = \frac{\theta_0^3}{3\beta^2}.
\]
Then generate uniform random number \( U_{2i} \) and set
\[
Y_i = \sqrt{\beta^2 U_{2i}}.
\]
c) Thirdly, the joint marginal distribution function with respect to \( r_0 \) and \( \theta_0 \) is
\[
\tilde{f}_{12}(r_0, \theta_0) = \int_0^\infty \tilde{f}(r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) d\tau_0 = \frac{2\theta_0}{\beta^2} \left(a_2 + \tilde{A}\right) \sigma_2 \sin \beta e^{-(a_2 + \tilde{A})^2 \sigma_2^2 \sin \beta},
\]
then for given \( X = r_0, Y = \theta_0 \), the conditional density function
\[
\tilde{f}_3(\tau_0 | r_0, \theta_0) = \frac{\tilde{f}(r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0)}{\tilde{f}_{12}(r_0, \theta_0)} = \frac{b e^{\frac{-b_0}{\beta}}}{1 - e^{\frac{-b_0}{\beta}}},
\]
\[\text{and its distribution function is } \tilde{F}_3(\tau_0 | r_0, \theta_0) = \frac{1 - e^{\frac{-b_0}{\beta}}}{1 - e^{\frac{-b_0}{\beta}}}.\]
Therefore we generate the \( i \)th random sample \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i)\) with density function \( \tilde{f}(r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) \).
3) By the method above, obtain three-dimensional random sample \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i)\), then replace \( (r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) \) and put it into the integrand
\[
\int_0^\infty \frac{b}{c} G(r, \theta, r_0, \theta_0, \tau_0) e^{-(a_2 + \tilde{A})^2 \sigma_2^2 \sin \beta} dr_0 d\theta_0 d\tau_0.
\]
For \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, n \), repeat the process \( n \) times (e.g. \( n = 1000, 100000 \cdots \) as required), then find the mean value, to find approximated the expectation.

It may argue that if use Monte Carlo method, why just simulate directly on the original Formula (2)? The Figure 1 can answer this question.

Consider practical examples. Assuming there are two companies B and C with initial values of \( V_B(0) = 70 \) million and \( V_C(0) = 100 \) million; volatilities of them are \( \sigma_B = \sigma_C = 0.2 \), \( \sigma_C = \sigma_A = 0.3 \) respectively; recover rates are \( R = 0.3 \); correlation \( \rho = 0.7 \); \( \gamma = 0 \) and the default barriers are \( 40 \) million and \( 60 \) million respectively.
In Figure 1, method 1 means the CDS spread is obtained by simulating directly on the original Formula (2), method 2 means the CDS spread is calculated by our closed form solution with the integral evaluated by Monte Carlo method. The method 1 is repeated 10000 times using computer time 157.6858 second, while the method 2 is repeated 1000 times using computer time 178.7021 second. We can see that the calculation by our solution converges much faster than directly simulate the original formula. As less as 1/10 times, the result of the method 2 is much better than the method 1.

Now use the closed form solution, by Monte Carlo simulate 1000 times to calculate the integral, we can analysis the parameters of $R$, $\rho$, $\sigma$ and $T$ respectively.

The left figure and the right one show the impact of correlation coefficient $\rho$, maturity time $T$ and recovery rate $R$ on CDS spread. Two figures in Figure 2 show their relationship.

In the upper figure of Figure 2, CDS spreads are greater for swaps with longer maturities. The lower one illustrates the extent to which CDS spreads depend on the recovery rate. When the recovery rate becomes larger, the payoff will get smaller. Hence the CDS spread is getting smaller when recovery rate getting larger. Both of them show that the spread goes down as the correlation goes up.

Figure 3 confirms that CDS spread increases with expired time $T$ and decreases with recover rate $R$, when the correlation is fixed.

Figure 4 show what kind of the rules for the volatilities of the two companies. The behaviors of them affect to the CDS spread in different way. Suppose that the other parameters are fixed. If the volatility of the Company B is larger, which means the probability of the default goes larger as well, it results that the CDS spread is more expansive. On the other hand, if the volatility of the Company C is larger, which means the probability of the failure of the CDS payoff is larger, it results CDS spread is cheaper.

Figure 5 is a three-dimensional surface of the value for the probability of $u(V_B(0), V_C(0), 0)|\tau = 5$ respect to $V_B(0)$ and $V_C(0)$.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a PDE methodology for modeling default correlations. We assume that the value of companies follow correlated geometric brownian motions. When the asset value of a company reaches a predefined barrier, a credit event called default occurs.
The essential part is to derive the joint default probability as the solution to a partial differential equation. This solution is more computationally efficient than traditional simulation for original formula or lattice techniques to the equation. We applied the default probabilities solved from the PDE to the valuation of credit default swaps with counterparty default risk. The model can be extended to the valuation of any credit derivative when the payoff is based on defaults by two companies. The shortage of the model is limited by the dimension, it is difficult to extend the method to a basket CDS with a large portfolio.
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